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Mold infestation forces students out of two New Apartments
AMELIA CARNELL
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

Since the semester began in August, the residents of two New Apartments (New Apts), D1
and D8, have been forced to vacate due to mold.
The residents of these apartments have moved
to other housing while the College takes steps to
remedy the infestation.
Mold has been a recurring issue in the New
Apts in recent years. In 2019, students living in
D1 were temporarily relocated to Weaver Cottage when black mold was detected in the apartment. In 2003, residents of D2 were temporarily
relocated to the Kenyon Inn due to extensive
mold growth in their unit.
Vice President for Facilities, Planning and
Sustainability Ian Smith explained that the
New Apts might be especially susceptible to
mold because of their location in a wooded
area on North campus. “Outdoor ambient
mold levels are often higher in relatively shady,
moist environments such as [the] forested area
around the New Apts,” he wrote in an email to
the Collegian. Honor White ’23, one of the D1
residents, noted similar concerns and added
that her apartment may have been especially at
risk because of its location right at the swampy
bottom of a hill.
According to another one of this year’s D1
residents, Sari Wagner ’23, she and her housemates began to feel the effects as soon as they
arrived on campus, though no mold was visible.
“As soon as we all walked in, we could smell it.
Strongly,” she said. Wagner, who is immunocompromised and therefore at higher risk for
mold-related illnesses, believes the mold made
her physically sick, causing symptoms including fatigue and voice loss. White echoed this.
“Within not even a week of living there, I personally started [getting] really bad headaches
and waking up with a sore throat,” she explained. “I felt sick basically from moving in.
And I noticed if I was sitting in my room doing work, my headache would get progressively
worse.”
Beyond physical illness, White also described how the mold made their living space
unpleasant to be in. “I didn’t want to spend any
time in the apartment because it was so gross,”
she said.
According to the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, while some mold is normal,

mold can cause adverse health effects including
“stuffy nose, sore throat, coughing or wheezing,
burning eyes, or skin rash,” plus more severe effects for immunocompromised people.
Even before they began experiencing its effects, when White and her roommates moved
in they conducted a mold test, given that they
knew apartment D1 had a history of mold issues. According to Wagner, the test they administered eventually came back showing several types of mold, including black mold. As
they waited for the results and began to feel ill,
though, they contacted the Office of Residential
Life (ResLife) with their concerns. ResLife conducted an initial test on Aug. 29, which showed
that further testing was needed. On Sept. 6,
White and her roommates received the results
of ResLife’s initial test and were given the option
to move out of the New Apt into the McIlvaine
Apartments.
Vice President for Facilities Ian Smith explained the process that begins when mold is
reported. “The fundamental principle that the
college follows in this process is to correct root
causes (usually involving moisture as one of
them) as we address the effects of those causes
(in this case, mold propagation),” he wrote in an
email to the Collegian. In this case, that meant
addressing the mold growth in the apartment
where it was reported, while relocating residents
for their safety.
When the D1 residents learned they would
be able to move, they didn’t know when — or
if — they would be able to return to their New
Apt. White described this as an uncertain period, explaining she and her roommates were
constantly anxious, not knowing where they
would be living the next week. “It was so mentally stressful to be in this limbo of, like, ‘I don’t
know if we can actually stay here or not,’” White
said. “It’s really important to have a space that’s
your own, and we just didn’t have that.”
Meanwhile, a second test was conducted
on both D1 and New Apt D8, which had also
reported mold. The results of the second test,
which the D1 residents received on Sept. 16,
showed the presence of mold in both D1 and
D8, with a more severe case in D8. Unlike the
test conducted upon move in by the D1 residents, this test did not show black mold in D1.
The report notes, though, that the results for
that apartment unit might be contaminated,
given an air purifier was running at the time
samples were taken. According to Wagner, the

New Apartment D1 | COURTESY OF GRACE COX
results for D8 (where an air purifier was not
running), did show the presence of black mold.
Smith explained that given mold was detected, the College will undertake remediation actions recommended by outside consultants and
re-test the apartments for mold before they are
brought back as suitable residential spaces. “Following completion of recommended remediation action(s), the housing units will be allowed
to sit undisturbed for at least two days, followed
by air sampling to confirm that remediation
had the intended effect on airborne mold levels,” he said. Smith emphasized that the results
of these tests are understood relative to measurements taken at the same time in the outside
environment.
White said that after receiving the results of
ResLife’s second test, she and her roommates
requested that they be allowed to remain in the
McIlvaine apartments for the remainder of the
school year. This was both to avoid the stress of
moving again in the middle of the semester, and
because they were concerned about their health
should they return to the New Apt. “We don’t
feel safe in that house,” White said.
Grace Cox ’23, another of Wagner’s roommates, said it was the pattern of mold in the Dblock specifically that made them hesitant to return. “Clearly the remediation [in 2019] did not
fully clean up mold, nor did it prevent more,”
she said. “I think that’s what ultimately the issue
is, that no remediation of that unit will ever stop
the mold.”
They also expressed frustration that they
only really saw a response from the College after
they had their parents contact administrators.
“We were kept very much in the dark until parents got involved,” said Alina Kalmeyer ’23, another D1 resident. “[The College only respond-

ed] when they started advocating for us, after we
had already been advocating for ourselves.”
The former D1 residents will be able to remain in the MacIlvaine apartments for the rest
of the year, but they remain concerned about
the issue of mold in the New Apts. Wagner and
White explained that a big concern of theirs is
other students, particularly the students still living in the D block, not being aware of the potential risk. They said that to their knowledge,
their neighbors have not been informed about
the issues in their apartment. “I think they’re
not going to inform people of the fact that this
is happening, unless they actively speak up for
themselves, which is kind of messed up,” White
said.
While White and her housemates remain
concerned, Smith disputed the popular narrative that the New Apts are constantly infested
with mold. He said that, in general, New Apts do
not have mold levels higher than those found in
the surrounding environment. For this reason,
to his knowledge, regular testing is not done for
mold in campus residences. “Mold is generally
not an issue, so it is addressed as it is reported
and if subsequent investigation indicates a need
for further action such as remediation.”
Director of Residential Life Leah Rueber offered advice for students who think they may
have mold in their residential space: “If a resident notices an abnormal change in their respiration that cannot be attributed to common
allergies or other illness and can visibly identify
mold in their living area, they should let our office know,” she wrote in an email to the Collegian. “A staff member will assess the location of
the concern and make a recommendation for
professional testing if there is evidence to support this need.”

Tim Ryan and J.D. Vance square off in U.S. Senate debate

AUDREY BAKER
NEWS EDITOR

On Monday night, Ohio representative Tim Ryan and author and
venture capitalist J.D. Vance faced
off in the first of two Ohio Senate
debates. The candidates touched on
a range of hot-button issues, including abortion, inflation, law enforcement and immigration, all while
taking frequent jabs at each other.
Ryan, who has served as a Democratic representative for Ohio since
2003, did his best to paint Vance as a
right-wing extremist who was more

in touch with Silicon Valley billionaires than the people of Ohio, while
Vance, a Republican, accused Ryan
of accomplishing nothing for Ohio’s
working class in his many years in
Congress.
Although Ohio has grown increasingly conservative in recent
years, this year’s Senate race is a close
one: Polls show Ryan leading the race
by 0.3 percentage points. Although
the Democrats currently hold the
majority in the Senate with 50 seats
(with Vice President Kamala Harris
casting tie-breaking votes), Republicans have a 35% chance of winning
the majority in November, according
to FiveThirtyEight.

Since Roe v. Wade was overturned in June, voters have placed
more weight on candidates’ views
on abortion. When asked, Ryan said
he supported codifying Roe, while
Vance reaffirmed his pro-life stance
and said that he would support a
minimum national standard on
abortion limits.
Ryan and Vance found common
ground on the issue of law enforcement — agreeing that Ohio needs
more and better-paid cops — as well
as the state of the southern United
States border, which Ryan said needs
a lot of work to be secure.
When asked about the biggest
threat facing American democracy,

Ryan pointed to the extremism exhibited during the Jan. 6 riots in 2021
and accused Vance of harboring similar extreme views.
“He’s all in with those people who
are the election deniers,” Ryan said.
“Running around with people who
want to ban books and get the government in our bedroom and in our
doctors’ offices.”
In response, Vance mocked Ryan,
who claimed to be unafraid to stand
up to members of his own party,
pointing out that in the last two Congresses, Ryan has consistently voted
for Joe Biden and Nancy Pelosi. “You
consistently toe the party line on every single issue. I wish you were the

reasonable moderate you said you
were,” Vance said.
In his closing statement, Ryan
emphasized his goal to rebuild
America’s middle class and bring
manufacturing back to Ohio, while
Vance again took the opportunity to
criticize Ryan for his lack of accomplishment and to encourage Ohio
voters to take a chance on an outsider.
“At the end of the day, the question here is whether we need new
leadership here in this state — double
down on the last two years of failed
leadership, or take this country in a
different direction,” Vance said.
The candidates will debate again
on Monday in Youngstown, Ohio.
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Kenyon partners with OSU for research on semiconductors
AUDREY BAKER
NEWS EDITOR

Kenyon will partner with Ohio State University (OSU) and eight other Ohio colleges and
universities to form the Center for Advanced
Semiconductor Fabrication Research and Education (CAFE) with a $3 million grant from Intel Corporation, one of the world’s largest semiconductor manufacturers. The College will also
join 22 other schools in creating the Ohio Partnership for a Diverse and Inclusive Semiconductor Ecosystem and Workforce, using a separate
grant from Intel.
CAFE, led by OSU, is one of eight proposals
awarded funding by Intel to further semiconductor education and research in Ohio. Each
proposal is led by an Ohio college or university and includes several partnering institutions

across the state. Intel awarded $17.7 million to be
split between the proposals, the first step in its
promised $50 million dollar investment in Ohio
institutions of higher education. Kenyon is involved as a member of the Five Colleges of Ohio
Consortium (Ohio5), which includes Oberlin
College, Denison University, College of Wooster,
and Ohio Wesleyan University. Four other
schools — OSU, Central State University, Ohio
University and University of Cincinnati — are
also participating. CAFE will be headquartered
at OSU and will provide research experience and
internship opportunities for students at each of
the ten institutions.
Kenyon and the other members of the Five
Colleges of Ohio Inc. will participate through
the Ohio5-OSU Summer Undergraduate Research Experience, which offers students in the
Ohio5 paid internship opportunities in science,

math and public health fields and which will expand the scope of research opportunities under
the new grant. The institutions will also develop
educational modules built around semiconductors that they will be able to work into the courses
that they offer.
“This is a really exciting opportunity, and we
look forward to working with our partners in
the Ohio5 and at OSU,” Associate Provost and
Professor of Biology Drew Kerkhoff wrote in an
email to the Collegian.
Intel’s grant is intended to increase the number of graduates who will enter the microchip
industry amid a critical labor shortage, as well
as pave the way for new technologies to be developed. Currently, the United States relies heavily
on Taiwan as a source of microchips, with Asian
countries producing over 70% of global semiconductors. In an effort to strengthen domestic

manufacturing and reduce reliance on countries overseas, Congress passed the CHIPS and
Science Act in August, which will invest $280
billion in scientific research and development,
semiconductor manufacturing and workforce
development.
Politicians at the groundbreaking of Intel’s
new semiconductor plant on Sep. 9 praised these
developments. “America invented the semiconductor. Yet today, 90 percent of them are made
overseas. That ends now. Today, we are burying
the term ‘rust belt.’ We’re breaking ground on an
investment in our greatest asset: Ohio workers,”
Ohio Senator Sherrod Brown said.
Kerkhoff expressed similar enthusiasm about
Intel’s grant.“The arrival of Intel is going to transform central Ohio, including Knox County, and
we are glad that Kenyon and the rest of the Ohio5
institutions will be actively involved,” he said.

the College’s goals and ways to meet them. “One
thing we interns at the OGI realized is that building a campus culture is one way of achieving this
goal,” he said. “Anything that has to do with recycling, the environment, improving sustainability
culture — that’s the duty of the OGI.”
KOGI Space is especially relevant now that
the Rummage Sale no longer exists. The sale was
hosted by the OGI each year prior to the pandemic. It allowed Kenyon students and community
members leaving in the spring to donate gentlyused clothing and items such as fans and microwaves, which were then resold at a reduced price
to first years and returning students in the fall.
The rummage sale was discontinued because
it became too expensive and time consuming to
implement. According to OGI Intern Madi Hamilton ’23, the amount of money being paid to students who set up and managed the sale each year
was greater than the money being made, and the
sale posed many logistical challenges, such as collecting and physically bringing all of the items to
the Gambier Community Center to be re-sold.
KOGI Space will help to fill, and expand
beyond, the space left by the absence of the
rummage sale. The platform will be available

throughout the year for community members to
exchange items such as unnecessary furniture,
used textbooks and unneeded coats. The app will
also be free of any monetary transactions in order
to promote sustainability efforts.
Hamilton noted that the app will also help
support the OGI’s ongoing project of increasing
awareness around what sort of items belong in the
garbage, recycling and paper bins around campus. Due to the confusion of what sort of waste
goes into which bins, Hamilton hopes that the
app encourages users to reuse items before they
discard them. “We’re really just trying to keep
things out of the garbage [and] recycling bin[s] for
as long as possible,” she said.
Frimpong did much of the work designing
and creating the app this past summer, and published it on the Google Play store for Android-users on Sept. 30. This launch is meant to be a pilot
of sorts, as a smaller number of Kenyon students
have Androids than iPhones. According to Frimpong, the app has been successful so far among
Android users, and the iOS version will hopefully
be ready for use after Thanksgiving break.
The application will be available to anybody
who has a Kenyon email address, though Frim-

pong noted that the app is designed to protect the
privacy of its users. When students post on the
app, their names will be anonymous unless they
directly message another user.
The interpersonal-nature of this app is a
means to invite the Kenyon community to be
more involved in supporting the College’s sustainability efforts. “The app aims to do two things:
reduce waste and provide a way for people to feel
like they are contributing to global emissions reductions,” Director of Green Initiatives David
Heithaus wrote in an email to the Collegian. “Climate change is the result of consumption — primarily consumption that relates to the burning of
fossil fuels. Because that is practically everything
we consume, anything an individual can do to reuse or recycle an existing product is one of a small
handful of things that when aggregated might
make a difference.”
Hamilton reiterated this sentiment and acknowledged the convenience of the app as well.
“I hope that people think to use the app before
throwing something away, or sending it to Goodwill, because there’s always someone on campus
looking for whatever you’re trying to get rid of,”
she said.

OGI launches marketplace app to promote sustainability
HANNAH DOURGARIAN
NEWS EDITOR

The Office of Green Initiatives (OGI) is in
the process of fully launching KOGI Space, an
app that will help promote and support the College’s sustainability efforts. Masterminded primarily by OGI Intern Dennis Frimpong ’24, the
app will serve as a platform similar to Facebook
Marketplace where Kenyon students and community members can post and exchange gently
used clothing and furniture in order to prevent
excess waste.
The College adopted a new sustainability
statement last fall in which it outlined its goal to
further embrace environmental stewardship.
One of these initiatives includes the Carbon Neutrality Master Plan, which aims to make Kenyon
carbon neutral by 2040. Much of OGI’s work
aims to promote these goals and create opportunities for students and community members to
contribute to the College’s conservation efforts.
Frimpong hopes that the app will serve to
foster a stronger sustainability culture on campus, which will in turn help increase awareness of

CORRECTION
Last issue’s article “Asuquo advocates for students, shares goals for presidency,” was misattributed. It was written by Zane Stenerson.
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Student council, admin begin new parking program

The parking garage holds 261 spaces for vehicles, and many remain empty througout the week. | SARA HALEBLIAN
SOPHIE PECK
STAFF WRITER

Student Council announced that beginning Oct. 7, students with registered
vehicles will be allowed to park in Level
2 of the West Quad Parking Garage from
7 p.m. on Fridays to 2 a.m. on Mondays.
This new access is the product of negotiations between the Council and the Office
of Campus Safety, among other members
of the administration.
The garage was previously reserved for

faculty, staff and visitors, and students
were not permitted to park there any
time of day. This move to allow students
to use the parking garage is the latest extension of the policy that allows students
to park in most staff lots in the evenings
and over the weekends. Student Council
President Ubongabasi Asuquo ’23 sees
this move as a win for both students and
staff. “I hope the expanded access to the
garage reduces the hustle for spots in the
Gund Commons parking lots and makes
for an even more vibrant and safe cam-

pus culture on the weekends,” she said.
Parking has long been a contested issue on campus, with complaints ranging
from accessibility to overall availability.
With the construction of the West Quad
Parking Garage, which added 261 new
parking spaces, students saw an opportunity to remedy the limited capacity
of the staff lots students are permitted
to park in during the weekends. Open
communication between the Council,
members of Campus Safety and the administration made this decision possible.

Asuquo is proud of the collaboration that
took place. “Parking has been a sore spot
for a while on campus,” she said. “I think
students being able to use the parking
garage is an overlay of student advocacy
plus staff members of the College who
are more attuned to our concerns.”
The Council also announced the return of the North campus parking pilot
program due to its popularity last year.
The program allows some students to
park in select staff lots on weeknights between 7 p.m. and 6 a.m.

Council discusses COVID-19, outdoor lighting on campus
GRIFFIN MEYER
STAFF WRITER

On Oct. 3, the Gambier Village Council discussed COVID-19 measures, campus lighting and parking ordinances.
The first topic of discussion was the
water waste partnership between the Village and the College. Professor of Biology
Joan Slonczewski described how for the
past two years, Kenyon and the Village of
Gambier have been tracking COVID-19
via RNA in the Village’s wastewater. It
is the metric to see if many individuals
or even one individual is shedding COVID-19 in the community. Slonczewski
and Kenyon students have performed this
data collection with a grant from the Ohio

Department of Health. Slonczewski said
that coronavirus testing should be routine. They believe that the College cannot
fully dismiss COVID-19 and should still
be concerned about it.
Another issue was the topic of street
lights, specifically near the Lowry Center.
Council members discussed safety concerns that have arisen as a result of this
poor lighting. A solution proposed by one
council member is to put four-foot-high
pedestal lights on the path, and noted that
the problem will need to be addressed
quickly as the number of athletes practicing until dark increases. One of the Council members brought up the point that
there have been issues of Gambier street
lights being out for two months.”[Solving
the light problem] benefits not just stu-

dents who are residents of the Village, but
also drivers who are residents of the Village,” another Council member said.
Council members also discussed COVID-19 guidelines and mandates to wear
masks in public spaces. Currently, Kenyon students and Gambier citizens are not
required to wear masks, but in the event
that the county is marked “High” on the
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention’s COVID Data Tracker dashboard,
masks will become required in Village
buildings. Council members agreed that
Kenyon students would not be exempt
from those guidelines.
Like Kenyon students, Gambier residents are facing problems with parking
and the amount of cars parked on private lawns. Dean of Students Brian Jans-

sen asked if the ordinance would refer to
long-term parking or short-term parking, depending on different scenarios like
parties or alumni events. Mayor Leeman
Kessler responded that the ordinance refers to long-term parking, including private properties and the downtown parking spaces. The mayor noted that the
ordinance was issued in an effort to make
the streets of Gambier look a little less like
“used car lot[s].” He also said that there
are vehicles that haven’t moved in a long
time. Council members proposed one
possible short-term solution: filling out a
notice for permission to let residents and
the sheriff know about events with a large
number of expected attendees. There are
no long-term solutions at this time, but
Janssen is working to find one.
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Before break, Student Council discusses raising activity fee
ALEX JOHNSON
STAFF WRITER

On Oct. 2, Student Council met to
discuss post-October break events on
campus, Business and Finance Committee (BFC) funding and the North
Campus parking pilot program.
Vice President of Business and Finance Melissa Nixon ’23 stated that
the committee is reaching out about
a potential Student Activity Fee increase following the depletion of the
current fund. Prior to the COVID-19
pandemic, the fee was higher, but
it was lowered during the 2020-21
school year due to the limited number of on-campus activities. The BFC
is planning to send a poll to students
in late October regarding the fee increase.
Senior Class President Prince
Adablah ’23 announced that Senior
Soiree is scheduled for Nov. 11. He

sent out a now-closed poll for seniors to vote on potential themes,
which included 1920s, Las Vegas
and Y2K. The committee met with
Peirce Dining Hall staff last week
to get conf irmation on location and
catering options. The Council also
discussed athletes’ ability to attend,
as they may be barred from attending the event by coaches if they have
a game the following day. Adablah
also asked seniors to follow the senior class Instagram page @kenyonclassof2023.
The First-Year Class Committee
met last week to talk about Founders’
Day, the class tree planting and the
lack of working washing machines in
the f irst-year quad. “There’s just one
washing machine working between
Gund, Lewis and Norton,” commented First-Year Class President Christiane Betfarhad ’26. Multiple members noted that friends are having to

walk long, inconvenient distances in
order to do their laundr y.
The Buildings, Grounds and Sustainability Committee, headed by
Sally Smith ’23, had its f irst meeting
of the semester. The committee is attempting to respond to complaints
about Wi-Fi on campus and asked
students to report any Wi-Fi issues
via a work order on topdesk.kenyon.
edu.
Kenyon Student-Athlete Advisor y
Committee (KSAAC) representative
Jake Davidson ’23 said that KSAAC
met to discuss fundraisers and the
possibility of setting up a committee
focused on important events, including D3 Week, community ser vice and
a partnership with the Special Olympics. They also discussed potential
promotions and events coinciding
with home sporting events.
Student Council President Ubongabasi Asuquo ’23 announced that

starting Oct. 7, all students with Kenyon-registered vehicles will be allowed to park in the new parking garage from Friday evenings at 7 p.m.
to Monday mornings at 2 a.m.
Asuquo asked that students please
take down the posters for their
events once their events are f inished
to make room for new posters for
upcoming events, especially if the
posters are not on poster boards. “It
looks like a ravine of paper,” she said
of Peirce.
Student Council Administrative
Advisor Brian Janssen announced
that Kenyon will be relaunching the
North campus parking pilot program,
which will allow students to park in
certain lots on North campus overnight until 6 a.m. Applications have
closed, so those accepted can park
in the two designated North campus
faculty lots by Sparrow House and
Eaton Center from 7 p.m. to 6 a.m.

The Alumni Association of the
Lambda Chapter of Delta Kappa Epsilon congratulates

James R. Pierce, Jr.
on the recent publication of his acclaimed historical novel
Treachery.
Kenyon soccer standout and History major Jim Pierce ’78 reads
from his provocative, fast- paced novel set during the Civil War.
Treachery is a tale of deception behind Union lines that bedeviled
Abraham Lincoln during the first two years of the war as he worked
to defeat the South.
Jim is an energy insurance executive and Houston civic leader.
Come meet Jim and hear about his interesting career since Kenyon.
Several years ago a group of alumni led by Jim endowed the Roy T.
Wortman Chair in History, which has been held by Reed S. Browning H ’07 and Wendy F. Singer P ’14.
Book signing after the reading!

Friday, October 21, 3pm
Kenyon College Bookstore
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Students weigh in with do’s and don’ts for Family Weekend

The BFEC will be hosting the Fall Harvest Festival. | COURTESY OF KENYON COLLEGE
MADELEINE MAGILL
FEATURES EDITOR

It’s an age-old question: Does the
apple fall far from the tree? We will find
out when Kenyon parents and family
members hit town for Family Weekend.
As the community prepares for the occasion, visitors can mark their calendars with a wide variety of activities
on and around campus, ranging from a
live music concert in Mount Vernon to
a fall festival hosted by the Brown Family Environmental Center (BFEC).
Families should definitely carve out
time this weekend to explore the serene
trails and robust rural life that surround the Hill. After all, the campus’s
unique spot in the Midwest is what
distinguishes Kenyon from many other liberal arts colleges in the country.
“I think that you should enjoy a nice,
long leisurely walk with your family at
the BFEC,” Caroline Brady ’25 recommends. “Or show them the observatory,
or go apple picking.”
Fortunately for families eager to
traverse Gambier, the BFEC is hosting
its annual Fall Harvest Festival on Saturday from 12-4 p.m. According to a
Student-Info email, the event will fea-

ture “live music, hayrides, a cider press,
farm animals, food trucks…and more!”
Hitting the trails is an absolute must
for visitors, especially with the added
bonus of fall foliage.
For a taste of Kenyon culture, families can soak in art at various sites on
campus. “You can take your parents
to the Gund Gallery because parents
like art and it’s a really fun place to
go. Also, you should take your parents to the Bulmash Exhibition Hall in
Chalmers Library,” Abigail Foster ’23
says. The hall displays various works
from students and faculty, along with
pieces from Special Collections and the
Kenyon College Archives. Foster urges
families to visit the new exhibit that
opens this Friday: “There will be an art
exhibit there curated by the students in
the ‘Museum Objects’ Art History class
— of which I am a member — about
Byzantine objects.”
If families are feeling eager to listen to live music this weekend, they
have options. The Kokosingers, one
of Kenyon’s several a cappella groups,
are performing at Rosse Hall at 7 p.m.
on Friday and invite families to come.
Alternatively, families can check out
a live solo acoustic music concert by
Professor of Religious Studies Vernon

Schubel at the Happy Street Brü-Werks
brewery in Mount Vernon at 6 p.m that
same day. Songs will span a variety of
genres, including classic folk, contemporary indie music and folk rock. It’s
very Kenyon.
To get the most out of their getaway
in Gambier, families should check out
any of the many sports games that will
take place this weekend. Luca Segalla ’25 shares that his parents enjoyed
watching his upperclassmen versus
lowerclassmen club soccer game last
year on Family Weekend. This year, he
invites families to watch his team’s rugby competition: “It’s not going to be a
pretty game, but it’ll be fun,” he says.
Perhaps parents can bring first-aid kits.
Kate Berges ’23 advises parents to
check out the summer research poster
presentation event at the Toan Track
in the Lowry Center this weekend. The
event will feature students’ work from
various research programs they took
part in during the summer: “It’s a cool
way to get feedback on your work from
parents that might be in the biochemical fields or whatever science field
you’re in,” she says. Posters from numerous academic fields will be featured
at the event.
Guess who’s coming to dinner? This

weekend, it will be everyone and their
family. By mealtime, it’s best not to try
your luck at the nearest restaurant —
especially because there are only two
on campus. “Do not expect any restaurant to take walk-ins,” Delaney Gallagher ’23 advises. “Make your reservations now,”
Below are some final do’s and don’ts
from students before the weekend festival commences:
Don’t: “Parents really like to ask
people that look like students what the
schedule is, and I would deter them
from doing that because it does put us
in a weird position sometimes,” Berges says. Instead, visitors can access the
weekend schedule from a page on Kenyon’s website.
Do: “Do exploit their credit card,”
Will Bryant ’25 advises students whose
parents are visiting. “Take them to the
bookstore to buy merch.”
Don’t: “Don’t bring them to Peirce
or else they’ll know they’re not getting
their money’s worth,” Brady says.
Do: Take a stroll on the Kokosing
Gap Trail, Segalla says.
Regardless of where the weekend
takes students and their families, Kenyon’s wide array of activities are likely
to have something for everyone.

Zip-off pants, “Docs” and socks: autumn fashion on the Hill
CECILIA OSHINS
FEATURES EDITOR

Fall is upon us, leaves are
changing colors, and the air
has an all-too-familiar chill.
Now that 80-degree days are
becoming a distant memory in
Gambier, students are layering
up. A walk down Middle Path
will reveal the newest trends
and fads, as well as the classic
college-student clothing staples.
Dr. Martens: These are
among the most common
shoes on campus; take one
look around, and you will see
pair after pair of the classic
black lace-up boots with yellow
stitching. More students this
year are opting for the Mary

Jane or Oxford-Style “Docs,”
which can be dressed up or
down to go with practically any
outfit.
UGG Boots: Now, hear me
out, because this one is controversial. Winter is rapidly
approaching, and Middle Path
will once again turn into a
treacherous sheet of ice. Why
not traipse to class in admittedly ugly yet undeniably comfy boots? The sheepskin lining
is sure to keep your feet warm
and cozy. Plus, Y2K fashion is
making a quick rebound. You
could be ahead of the trend!
Vests: Who doesn’t love a
vest? Personally, I like a puffer, but there are endless styles
to choose from. Bonus points if
it has big pockets for all your

necessities. These can be worn
over sweatshirts, turtlenecks,
long sleeves and t-shirts, so
they are an excellent choice for
keeping warm.
Zip-off pants: Again, controversial. But your friends
will be amazed when you turn
a pair of seemingly normal
pants into shorts in 10 seconds.
These don’t have to stay in the
back of your closet, forgotten
until the occasional hike; instead, you can know deep down
that your zip-offs are way cooler than what the regular kids
are wearing.
Fleece-lined jeans: You’ll
feel as if you’re wearing pajamas all day, and if the f leece is
patterned, you can cuff them to
add a bit of color to your outfit.

A nice, warm hat: Beanies are a popular choice, and
many students on campus knit
or crochet, some taking commissions. You could even learn
yourself; fiber arts make for a
restful hobby.
Oversized f lannels: The best
place to get your hands on a
good f lannel is a secondhand
store. Thrift Shop and Goodwill in Mount Vernon usually
have a good selection of patterns and sizes, and they can
be worn on top of almost anything. If you’re going for a laid
back look, you can’t have too
many f lannels.
Overalls: It is impossible to
have a bad day while wearing
overalls.
Socks: Socks are a criminal-

ly underrated clothing item.
Wearing socks you love will
make your whole outfit feel
more cohesive and comfortable. Every wardrobe should
include simple, neutral socks
that can be worn with any shoe,
warm, fuzzy socks for cozying
up and colorful patterned pairs
that stand out. The Kenyon
bookstore has a variety of novelty socks that make for an excellent impulse buy.
Fall is an opportunity to
make creative fashion choices.
Whether your style is casual
or dressy, outdoorsy or preppy,
picking out an outfit each day
is a method of self expression,
and it doesn’t have to be taken seriously as long as you feel
good in your clothes.
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Kenyon students reflect fondly on October break adventures
HYUN CHO
STAFF WRITER

With fall quickly approaching
its peak, students and faculty alike
recently enjoyed the first break of
the school year. Throughout this
four-day weekend, students were
free to do whatever they pleased,
whether that was staying on campus, going back home or traveling
with friends. For many, October
break provided the relaxation they
so direly needed.
“Fall break was a much needed
recess from the stress of classes that
allowed me to recharge a bit,” Laney
Goodrum ’26 wrote in an email to

the Collegian. “I’ve been praying for
that recess ever since we got back!”
While some students took the
opportunity to leave campus, others chose to stay back and invited
friends to visit: “I’m from Texas, so
going home wasn’t really an option
for me. That said, my best friend
from home came up to visit Kenyon and that was such a gift!” Goodrum said. “We visited the farm,
went into Columbus, threw a surprise party for my friend’s birthday
and drank lots of Wiggin [coffee].”
Jack Burczak ’23 also stayed on
campus. “The break wasn’t long
enough to justify a legitimate vacation, and I really enjoy[ed] spending the additional free time with
friends on campus,” he wrote in an

email to the Collegian. Throughout his break on campus, he had
the opportunity to work on assignments and other extracurricular
activities.
On the contrary, several students went home to visit friends
and family. Among those students
is Thomas Murphy ’26, who took
the liberty of returning home. “Fall
break was a really fun time. I went
to Cincinnati because I wanted to
see my family and friends, and also
my dogs,” he said.
Of course, there were students
who were adventurous and took
the opportunity to travel elsewhere.
Owen Rodstrom ’26, among those
who decided to explore another
place, drove to Chicago with a cou-

Owen Rodstrom ’26 saw “The Bean” in Chicago. | HYUN CHO
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ple of his friends. “I chose to leave
because I wanted to take the opportunity to get away from campus
and experience something new and
different from Kenyon,” he said. He
had the opportunity to visit friends
at other schools, like Northwestern University and Loyola University Chicago. “I was able to visit
local colleges and even attended a
Northwestern football game!”
All in all, the general consensus among students is that October

Some students stayed on the Hill. | MADELEINE MAGILL

Senior Class Total:

Junior Class Total:

9

10

Jamie Gluckman ‘23

break was imperative to their college experience. Not only was it essential for them in terms of taking
a break from stress-inducing activities, it was a great opportunity to
experience new things. “We haven’t
had days off until now, and I think
even a short break is extremely beneficial,” Rodstrom said, as he expressed his thoughts on the opportunity to re-energize himself. “Fall
break was a great experience for me
and something I will never forget.”

Sophomore Class Total:

10

First-Year Class Total:

7

Sasha Litt ’24

Ellie Kahle ’25

Isabel McDermott
’26

Who is our Student Council
president?

Ubongabasi Asuquo

Prince

Ubong

Ubong

No idea

When does early voting start?

Wednesday, October 12.

November 4

October 21

Yesterday

Pretty soon

Name an event at last weekend’s
homecoming.

Bonfire, Zipline,
Induction into Kenyon’s
Athletic Hall of Fame,
Block Party, Football and
Soccer games

Lacrosse

Football Game

Football Game

Induction into Hall of
Fame

True or False: The color orange is
named after the fruit.

True

True

False

True

Weekly Scores

1

2

3

True

2
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Shelley Wong reading examines Asian-American identity

Wong read from her new collection As She Appears. | JUWAN JACKSON
JUWAN JACKSON
STAFF WRITER

On Oct. 4, the Kenyon Review hosted poet Shelley Wong
in Finn House’s Cheever Room
for a reading of her work. Wong
read selections from her most recent collection, As She Appears,
which was published in May of
this year.
Much of the poetry Wong read
was inspired by her geographic
and cultural background. Born
and raised in Long Beach, California, she is fourth-generation
Chinese American, which Wong
called rare. Perhaps it is rare to
encounter an immigrant family
that has established itself in one
community for four generations,
and it is certainly rare to encoun-

ter art about a fourth-generation
experience as opposed to art
about a first-generation experience. Whereas the latter might
feature familiar themes of being caught between two worlds,
Wong’s poems are about Asian
American women who are firmly
rooted in the United States but
possess both the ability and the
need to see where the influence of
their Chinese origin is present in
their own growth and development.
Wong read her poem “Private Collection” early on, providing what might be considered her thesis statement. With
this poem, she introduced many
of the themes that recurred
throughout the reading: that
search for the identity she has

inherited from her family in the
society in which she has come of
age. In the poem, the speaker notices that a painting she had once
taken note of in the San Francisco Museum of Modern Art is no
longer on display; the speaker’s
partner notices a painting of “a
blonde woman reading a newspaper.” As they walk through the
museum, the speaker notes that
“no women resembled us.” Here
is a world filled with markers of
white American life; yet it remains undoubtedly the speaker’s
world.
Wong also shared poems that
spoke to her queer experience,
describing scenes of romance,
celebration and turmoil in queer
spaces. Poems set on Fire Island,
a New York vacation spot popu-

lar with gay people, as well as in
New York City during Pride celebrations highlighted the predominant whiteness of these
queer spaces. In this way, Wong
spoke yet again to the notion that
the identities some assume to be
separate — in this case, race and
sexual orientation — in fact constitute one fraught, nearly unnavigable world.
Wong’s refusal to acknowledge these arbitrary divisions in
her work is reflected in her penchant for pop culture references.
In her poem “All Beyoncés and
Lucy Lius,” Wong calls forth a
wave of cultural artifacts that
each represent an entanglement
of various Asian and American
cultures. That Wong came of age
in the wake of that tide, bearing

witness to Hello Kitty, Lucy Liu
in “Charlie’s Angels” and the yellow Power Ranger, speaks volumes, once again, to the falseness of a separation between the
cultures Wong inhabits.
With As She Appears, Wong
makes a mission of exposing the
arbitrariness of a division between an American upbringing
and a Chinese upbringing. For
someone like her, these things
are not just related. They are not
just tied to one another, and they
do not even merely bleed into one
another — this is one culture that
she must navigate. Anything one
might have considered as purely
“American” or “Chinese” before
her reading now appears to be a
particular passageway of its own
through this world of Wong’s.

The Crow's Nest hosts 24-hour fun-filled Shakespeare festival
ANNALIA FIORE
ARTS EDITOR

The Crow’s Nest — Kenyon’s Shakespeare troupe — had great fun during
October break: They hosted a 24-hour
theater festival in which students reimagined, rehearsed and performed
Shakespearean plays for an audience
in the Black Box Theater. The day’s
worth of theatrical hurly-burly resulted in performances that embraced
imperfection and teemed with energy.
At 7 p.m. on Saturday, the Black
Box Theater thronged with students.
Stage managers rushed about, cramming chairs together to provide seating for everyone who attended. Considering that it was still October break
and many students were off campus,
the immense turnout was doubly
pleasing.

The first play, directed by Kay Sitrin ’26 and written by Leah Beller ’26,
reimagined Hamlet as a tragi-comedy
murder trial in which Horatio (the
defense attorney) and Hamlet (the
accused) are smitten. Juniper Gibbs
’25, playing the prosecuting attorney
Polonius, attempted to ruin Horatio’s
case by presenting incriminating evidence of their love affair, but Vincent
Penn ’26, playing Hamlet, responded
to this accusation with a comedic performance: “First of all, I am not gay!”
Penn was especially entertaining with
his goo-goo eyes for Horatio, played
by Megan Dellenbaugh ’26; his portrayal of Hamlet diverged from the
original protagonist — Penn’s version
was absent-minded and ditsy — and
this served to significantly lighten the
adaptation.
Following Hamlet, another set of
actors entered the stage to perform

Macbeth (written by Emma Rice ’26
and directed by Chiara Rothenberg
’25) through the eyes of Lady Macbeth
writing letters to her husband. Charlotte Ruffine ’25 played a cold, calculating Lady Macbeth, and Derek Dean
’25 portrayed Lord Macbeth as a bumbling fool, f lashing comedic grins at
the audience. Arin Laycook ’25 acted
in multiple roles, including Mcduff
and the witches. Her performance was
truly theatrical, complete with several
dramatic faints.
Finally, writer Dorothy Yaqub ’26
and director Jack Roman ’23 completely reimagined Romeo and Juliet:
the two lovers are already dead, and
the parents, Capulet and Montague,
are soliciting the same funeral home
with the slogan “You stab ‘em? We slab
‘em!” Lucca Burgess ’26 played the
apologetic and nonchalant receptionist who suggested a teen package joint

funeral to the grieving parents, complete with rhinestone coffins. Sydney
Goldstein ’24 as Montague and Marissa Kingsley ’25 playing Capulet swatted increasingly extravagant insults at
one another until they bonded over
their shared grief, much to the pleasure of the funeral receptionist, who
remarked, “See how death brings all of
us together?”
All three performances were met
with much laughter and encouragement. While the performances were
by no means polished — with many
of the lines ad-libbed — and sometimes the actors even broke character and shared in a laugh, the spirit of
the festival was incredibly supportive
and exuberant. It was thoroughly enjoyable, and anyone interested in the
Crow’s Nest should consider auditioning for their next Shakespearan performance.
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Review: New mini series dramatizes Jeffrey Dahmer’s life
LEILA KOHN
STAFF WRITER

In Monster: The Jeffrey Dahmer
Story, Ryan Murphy has created a
limited series containing all we expect from this genre: exploitative
gore, slight social commentary, ironic filming and often trite dialogue.
Further, ethical concerns abound
regarding a show that focuses on the
life of one of the worst serial killers
in history, and audiences may be left
uncomfortable with the use of Dahmer as a protagonist. With a spectacular performance by Evan Peters
in the title role, however, Dahmer is
elevated above the level of more recent Murphy projects such as American Horror Stories and Ratched.
One has to wonder why Murphy
continues to create shows centered
on serial killers. Dahmer has much
in common with his 2018 limited
series American Crime Story: The
Assassination of Gianni Versace, as

both shows tread the line of overly
humanizing their lead serial killers.
Protagonists must be, if not relatable, understandable. In this way,
the serial killer biopic has always
been tricky: Should directors really
try to humanize and give a voice to
their protagonist when that protagonist was a real person who brutalized and killed 17 men? Eric Perry,
the cousin of Errol Lindsey, who
Dahmer murdered in 1991, tweeted
after the release of the show: “I’m not
telling anyone what to watch, I know
true crime media is huge [right
now], but if you’re actually curious
about the victims, my family … [is]
pissed about this show. It’s retraumatizing over and over again, and
for what? How many movies/shows/
documentaries do we need?”
Murphy does not shy away from
giving the spotlight to Dahmer. Parental neglect, possible brain disorders from surgery or fetal abuse,
inherited mental illness and general
loneliness and rejection are all theo-

ries posited by Murphy and the show’s
various characters for Dahmer’s compulsions. Additionally, the audience
learns from fictionalized versions of
interviews conducted after his arrest
that Dahmer apparently did not want
his victims to suffer. By trying to understand the mind of a serial killer,
that killer is automatically given a
platform to explain themself, to prove
they had reasons for their crimes, especially with a man such as Dahmer
who was quite verbose after his arrest.
Evan Peters is an incredible actor.
He looks and acts like Dahmer and
gives a compelling performance of insanity and desperation. Peters’ looks,
which have captivated audiences since
his role as heartthrob murderer Tate
Langdon in the first season of American Horror Story, do raise the question of why directors continue to cast
highly good-looking, charismatic
men in the roles of sociopaths.
Murphy does succeed in showcasing victims’ stories, particularly
in episode six, “Silenced,” where we

follow Tony Hughes, portrayed by
Rodney Burford, a deaf and mute
aspiring African American model
who Dahmer murdered in 1991.
Audiences are allowed to see the
life of this victim outside of his time
in Dahmer’s world: his connection
with his family, his struggles with
finding a relationship while deaf,
his life as part of the 1990s gay
community amid the AIDS epidemic, his career aspirations and
his hopes for love. This portrait of
a wonderful, fully developed young
man who was cut down when his
life was just beginning is a highlight of the show. Hughes’ story
would have been interesting in and
of itself had he not met Dahmer,
but, in the context of the series, his
narrative also allows the audience
to see the effects of the killings as
more than just body parts disintegrating in acid and instead as a stifling of flourishing humanity, love
and creativity.
Excluding Richard Jenkins’

gripping interpretation of Lionel
Dahmer, Murphy, as usual, prefers melodramatic acting and did
not get great performances from
his supporting actors. Scenes with
Dahmer’s mother, neighbor Glenda Cleveland and other minor roles
were trite. With Peters as its star,
however, this does not take away
from the show as much as it does
in some of Murphy’s worst-acted
projects such as Ratched or American Horror Stories.
Dahmer is a well-done series,
with a spectacular performance by
Peters, but I still have doubts about
whether it should have been made
in the first place. Our society is obsessed with true crime, serial killers
and explaining seemingly random
and illogical violence. However,
are we finding answers through
Ryan Murphy’s exploitative horror series, or are we just entertaining ourselves with the victims’ pain
and giving a voice to the hand of
violence?

Review: “Blonde” depicts a fictionalized Marilyn Monroe
ALEX JOHNSON
STAFF WRITER

Around f if teen minutes into A ndrew Domini k ’s “Blonde,” we see Norma Jea n (A na de Armas), t he person
behind t he image of Ma ri ly n Monroe,
absorbed by white light, insta nt ly reca l ling t he introduct ion to t he protagonist of Dav id Ly nch ’s “Mu l hol la nd
Drive,” Bet t y. The fol low ing t wo a nd
a ha lf hours of “Blonde” a re drea m li ke
a nd impressionist ic. In t his drea m,
we lea rn t hat Ma ri ly n Monroe was a n
icon, a n image a nd beneat h t hat surface, a tor tured sou l.
“Blonde” has ga rnered much controversy for its content (it received a n
NC-17 rat ing) as wel l as its complete
ref usa l to represent rea lit y. It is based
on Joyce Ca rol Oates’s f ict iona l account of Ma ri ly n Monroe’s life. Ea rly in t he f i lm, we get a n impressionist ic account of Norma obta ining her
f irst role as Ma ri ly n Monroe in which
a cast ing agent sexua l ly assau lts her.
This did not happen in rea l life, a nd
ma ny fa ns of t he actress have crit icized t he f i lm’s por traya l of somet hing bot h br uta l a nd fa lse.
However, “Blonde” is not a biopic. Li ke “Mu l hol la nd Drive,” Dav id
Ly nch ’s expressionist ic master piece, it
is not concerned w it h rea lit y. Instead,
it is concerned w it h t he subject ive
feelings of Norma Jea n (as she is of ten
referred to in t he f i lm, rat her t ha n her
stage na me). Inv isible ca meras f lash
in Norma’s face, fa ns’ faces a re distor ted a nd night ma rish a nd t he stor y
moves f rom locat ion to locat ion w it hout deference to a linea r plot. There
is no dist inct ion bet ween what is rea l
a nd what is not. A Hol ly wood drea mscape intersects w it h her actua l experiences, a nd t he mov ie asser ts t hat
t he t wo a re one a nd t he sa me: Norma
Jea n’s life was a k in to a drea m.

In Domini k ’s inter v iews he described how psychoa na lysis inf luenced t he f i lm: “ There was a stor y I
was interested in tel ling, which is
about how chi ld hood dra ma shapes a n
adu lt’s percept ion of t he world.” Furt her, Domini k added, “ This is a mov ie
about t he unconscious,” which we ca n
see clea rly in t he way Monroe’s fa ntasies of her lost fat her a nd desire for a
chi ld consta nt ly intr ude upon her rea l
life. Norma’s self-destr uct iveness is
a mot if in t he f i lm, reca l ling Freud ’s
t heor y of t he “ deat h drive,” which
describes t he unconscious yea rning
for deat h t hat hu ma ns experience.
Domini k even cites bot h Sigmund
Freud a nd Jacques Laca n as forma l inspirat ions for “Blonde” in his interv iew w it h Sight a nd Sound.
By present ing us w it h a f ict iona l account of Monroe’s life, Domini k gives
us t he a nt it hesis to t he popu la r na rrat ive. W hi le ma ny consider her a g la morous icon, in “Blonde” Norma Jea n is
a sad, exploited sex sy mbol who suffers t hrough her shor t life. Domini k
dra mat icizes Norma’s sexua l exploitat ion, a nd shows how exploitat ion
was a consta nt current t hroughout her
private life. Through t his, we understa nd t hat Ma ri ly n was not merely a
power f u l goddess of femininit y nor a
wea k, suf fering v ict im; she was bot h
at once. W hi le t he f i lm ca n easi ly be
constr ued as trau ma porn, I propose
t hat it of fers t he counter-na rrat ive to
our popu la r concept ion of Ma ri ly n. Of
course, Domini k ’s f i lm is in its ow n
way a f ict iona l fet ishizat ion of her image made in contrast to t he popu la r
na rrat ive. But Domini k ’s fet ishizat ion
of Ma ri ly n is one which revea ls rat her
t ha n concea ls. W hi le fa ns fet ishize t he
image, Domini k fet ishizes t he horror
beneat h it.
There is much to celebrate about
Ma ri ly n’s life. She was ta lented a nd
beaut if u l, a nd did much to brea k dow n

COURTESY OF NETFLIX
sexua l norms of t he t ime, but t hat is
not t he whole stor y. There was more
to Ma ri ly n t ha n g la mor a nd beaut y. There is a da rk side to t he Hol lywood drea m, a nd ref usa l to ack nowl-

edge t hat does a disser v ice to Norma
Jea n as a person. This is t he va lue of
Domini k ’s f i lm. Wi l l it turn of f a lot
of v iewers? Sure. But is it wor t h your
t ime? Absolutely.
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The Collegian
executive staff
endorses Nan Whaley
and Tim Ryan
With the beginning of early voting for this year’s midterm
election, the Collegian executive staff would like to announce
our endorsements for Tim Ryan (D), candidate for U.S. Senate,
and Nan Whaley (D), candidate for governor.
Tim Ryan has served as the U.S. congressman for Ohio’s 13th
district since 2013, and for the 17th district from 2003-2013. As a
member of the House Appropriations Committee and the House
Manufacturing Caucus, he has centered both his candidacy and
his policymaking around the issues facing Ohio industry. He
has a voting record that proves his concern for such matters. His
platform going forward is clearly a continuation of this, as he
plans to put “workers first” by means of a higher minimum wage
and federal investment in sustainable Ohio industries, among
other things.
While Ryan may not be the ideal, overtly progressive candidate that many Kenyon liberals likely want, there was no debate
among the Collegian executive staff as to who we would choose
to endorse. J.D. Vance is an inconsistent, inexperienced candidate at best, and a regressive Trump toady at his worst — which
is most of the time. Vance’s use of extravagant fear mongering
on his official platform proves that he is not in a place to hold
leadership for Ohio, let alone the country. With the control of the
U.S. Senate at stake and issues like abortion access on the ballot,
electing the Hillbilly Elegy author is an irreconcilable mistake,
and as such, we endorse his Democratic challenger, Tim Ryan.
In Ohio’s gubernatorial race, Nan Whaley, mayor of Dayton
since 2013, is taking on incumbent Governor Mike DeWine.
DeWine, who once garnered the favor of some Ohio progressives
with his cursory COVID-19 measures, has since reverted back to
the strict right-wing conservatism that won him the Republican
vote in 2018. Just this year, he signed into state law a fetal heartbeat ban following the overturning of Roe v. Wade, and though
that measure was blocked by the Ohio Supreme Court, he has
promised to “go as far as we can” to restrict reproductive rights
in Ohio. Furthermore, though DeWine called for change after
a Dayton shooting that left nine dead in 2019, he has evidently
been inconsistent in follow-through. As the initial shock from
the shooting wore off, DeWine started to sign regressive gun legislation into law, such as implementing “stand your ground” laws
and allowing for local school boards to determine criteria for
arming teachers, with a state minimum training of just 24 hours.
Whaley, on the other hand, lifted Dayton up during times
of conflict and grieving. In 2019, Whaley led her city through
devastating tornadoes and pushed for long term change in gun
legislation after the shooting. She has a clear drive to preserve
abortion access in the state, even recieving an endorsement
from Emily’s List, a group that focuses on improving health and
economic outcomes for women. Whaley also envisions a “new
Ohio” in her platform that pushes for sustainable industry and
ethical governance — imperatives for a thriving state.
Early voting began on Wednesday and will continue until
Election Day, Nov. 8. As Kenyon students, it is our responsibility to not only vote in the upcoming midterm elections, but also
vote with our consciences: Mike DeWine and J.D. Vance are
incapable of efficacious governance, and thus we fully endorse
Democrats Tim Ryan and Nan Whaley.
Sincerely,
Salvatore, Amelia and Reid
The staff editorial is written weekly by editors-in-chief Amelia
Carnell ’23 and Salvatore Macchione ’23 and executive director
Reid Stautberg ’23. You can contact them at carnell1@kenyon.edu,
macchione1@kenyon.edu, stautberg1@kenyon.edu, respectively.
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COLUMN:
Kenyon hiring must adapt more
quickly to student interests
MILO LEVINE
COLUMNIST

Amid the chaos of the past few years
— from COVID-19, to seemingly endless
construction projects, to the administration’s repeated clashes with K-SWOC —
a quiet, but corrosive, trend continues to
threaten the status of Kenyon as a top-tier liberal arts college. Kenyon has failed
to accommodate students in increasingly
popular subject areas, such as economics
and computer science, by refusing to hire
faculty at a rate commensurate with the
increase in students’ interest. This creates a paradox in which some of the most
popular majors are the least endowed and
therefore lag behind programs at comparable schools.
A brief example illustrates this phenomenon quite clearly. In the graduating
class of 2022 there were 45 English majors
and 28 economics majors. The English
department currently has 34 professors,
while the economics department only has
10. Moreover, the history department,
which boasted 14 graduates in 2022, has
19 professors. Thus it appears that the student-to-faculty ratio advertised by Kenyon
depends almost entirely on the subject.
How this came to be is an open question, but in part it can be attributed to the
College’s guidelines for hiring full-time
faculty, which relies largely on the status quo. Should one sociology professor
retire, a new sociology professor will be
brought in to take their place. This system
works well in a static world, but not in a
scenario where student interests ebb and

f low. Additionally, such dependence on
the status quo makes it difficult for new
areas of study to emerge at Kenyon. This
may explain why Kenyon remains one of
the only comparable four-year universities
in the country yet to adopt a computer science major — a major which will be called
scientific computing once it finally gets
established. (So much for Kenyon students
hoping to add the more ubiquitous “computer science” to their resumes.)
Kenyon’s inability to change with the
times is more than a minor inconvenience
to students and faculty, as it is part of the
reason we have fallen behind comparable
institutions. Computer science is the most
popular major at Carleton College. Economics is the most popular by far at Middlebury College. The administration has
historically made excuses for its inability
to attract prospective students — something to the effect of “We’re a small school
in a rural area, we lack name recognition,”
and so on. Maybe it’s time for some accountability and reform. As Kenyon lags
further behind its peers in the subjects
that today’s students demand most, we can
take superficial comfort in our brand as
a “writer’s college,” or we can evolve and
reclaim our status as an elite academic institution.
Milo Levine is a columnist for The Kenyon Collegian. He is an economics major
from Mill Valley, Calif. You can contact
him at levine1@kenyon.edu.

SARAH TOMASI
The opinions page is a space for members of the community to discuss issues relevant to
the campus and the world at large. The opinions expressed on this page belong only to the
writers. Columns and letters to the editors do not reflect the opinions of the Collegian staff. All
members of the community are welcome to express opinions through a letter to the editor.
The Kenyon Collegian reserves the right to edit all letters submitted for length and clarity.
The Collegian cannot accept anonymous or pseudonymous letters. Letters must be signed by
individuals, not organizations, and must be 200 words or fewer. Letters must also be received
no later than the Tuesday prior to publication. The Kenyon Collegian prints as many letters as
possible each week subject to space, interest and appropriateness. Members of the editorial
board reserve the right to reject any submission. The views expressed in the paper do not
necessarily reflect the views of Kenyon College.
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Standardized testing must be mandatory in college admissions
ALEX JOHNSON
CONTRIBUTOR

Upon applying to Kenyon as a transfer
student this year, I noticed something curious. Despite statements from President Joe
Biden that the COVID-19 pandemic is over,
Kenyon still has not changed their policy of
not requiring standardized test scores for
incoming students. (That requirement was
lifted due to inconsistent testing during
the pandemic.) This struck me as odd for
such an elite institution. Then I did some
Googling and found that no Ivy League
college currently requires an SAT or ACT
score, which they have done in hopes of approaching potential students more holistically. However, I believe that intelligence
should be part of that holistic approach. It
should not be the whole reason a student
gets admitted, but it certainly should be a
large piece of it.
Now, I say “intelligence,” and many people are probably thinking, “But that’s what
GPA is for!” But I don’t think that’s the case.
GPA measures work ethic and some level
of intelligence. Because high school grades
are delivered in semesters or trimesters,

students can work hard to compensate for
any lacking skills. The same is not true of a
standardized test lasting just a few hours.
A standardized test measures raw critical
thinking skills. Though there are valid criticisms of the tests in their current forms,
the efficacy of standardized testing should
not be undermined. We should not throw
out the baby with the bathwater, which is
what we are doing currently.
It has been proven that SAT scores and
IQ are positively correlated, and that test
scores are a predictor of future college success. GPA is also a predictor of college success and an important part of the admissions process, but, as mentioned previously,
it measures something different from standardized tests. And that doesn’t factor in
the matter of GPA inflation in high schools.
While GPAs are steadily increasing across
high schools, scores on more objective assessments like NAEP studies or the SAT
are remaining steady or even declining.
The first objection one might have to
this argument is the common claim that
standardized tests are biased against low
income and minority students. This is true

and often attributed to test prep, though
the effects of test prep specifically are often
overstated. However, by eliminating test
scores from college admissions, we attempt
to solve a bottom-up problem with a topdown remedy. The problem is not the tests;
the tests are for skills of intelligence. The
problem is that poor schools are so underfunded that they are not developing these
skills, with the majority of 12th graders
testing into the lowest percentiles of reading ability being from low-income families.
Not to mention, there is considerable
protest from parents of Asian students
against the removal of standardized testing requirements in universities as well as
the removal of merit-based entrance exams
for competitive middle and high schools.
Eliminating merit-based systems disadvantages those who score well on tests
while the people who benefit most from
eliminated test scores are students whose
work ethic outweighs their intelligence.
There’s no doubt that work ethic is important, but at an institution like Kenyon, intelligence should be just as important.
And so, my proposition is that, as a first

step in rectifying this issue, Kenyon (and
other elite universities) should require test
scores as part of prospective students’ applications. By approaching students “holistically,” these schools actually disadvantage students whose intelligence may be
shown through test scores, as their scores
cannot be compared to their peers, and advantage those who might not flourish at a
school like Kenyon. A student with a 3.5
GPA and 33 ACT should be judged fairly
against a student with a 4.0 GPA and a 24
ACT. Similarly, two students with the same
GPA and differing test scores should be
judged fairly against one another. By eliminating the requirement of submitting test
scores, the two elements cannot balance
each other out to create the holistic view of
the student that elite colleges claim to desire. Removal of the requirement is what
makes the playing field unfair for students,
not the reverse.
Alex Johnson ’24 is an English major
from Libertyville, Ill. He can be reached at
johnson20@kenyon.edu.

Weekly Crossword
KYLE KELLEY
CROSSWORD EDITOR

57
58
59
60
62
63
64
65
66
67
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
18
22
24

1
5
9
14
15
16
17
19
20
21
22
23

Across
Writing on the wall
Busy beaver behavior
Sewer lines?
“____ Dead?” (Twain play)
Type of duck
Office member
They get filled on Thanksgiving
“May I?”
Always, to Wordsworth
Home of the Jazz
Delivered
Xenon in the atmosphere, for example

26
27
31
34
36
37
41
42
43
44
47
48
54

Study abroad program
Bomb rating?
“What’s up” in tex
Branch of believers
Tsar follower
Author’s embellishment
‘Fore
“Tabula ____”
Invisible emanations
Party-minded major, briefly
An Apocrypha bk.
Greyhounds for getting around
Old Turkish coins

Rain in Spain
First numero
Earnest playwright
Linguist’s atoms
Steer clear
DOT alternatively
Fashion first name
Long lecture
phenomena?
Piggy or America
Juiced up baseball player
Down
Lab dropper
Basket weaver’s wood
“Princess of Power”
Sleuth, slangily
Sitting areas
Nosy
“I _____ Walrus”
Montgomery or
Anderson
Sister of Helios
Applies, as force
When Hamlet dies
Most things trending on
Twitter
Iditarod item
So sorry
Lead-in to mental
Fish or beef?

25

Wiggin Street Coffee
option
28 Piece of wedding cake
29 The I in The King and I
30 Bulldoze, in Britain
31 Letters at the top of a page
32 Find it here
33 Wishful place
34 One way to the top
35 Strangers, briefly
38 Penguin predators
39 Where The Clash rocked
40 African antelope
45 Stuck in a blizzard
46 Strips in the office
47 Goes kablooey
49 Heel bones
50 “My stars!”
51 Ur’s land
52 Mes antes de febrero
53 Sarcastic partner with
“too bad”
54 What love finds
55 Destroyer in Hinduism
56 Ground-breaking
invention
60 Extra piece?
61 Peron played by Madonna

Did you finish this crossword?
Email a photo of your completed crossword to
crossword@kenyoncollegian.com.
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Men’s and women’s soccer remain undefeated in October

Pedreschi has been impressive in net. | COURTESY OF ISOO O’BRIEN
MICAH ARENSTEIN
STAFF WRITER
CALEB NEWMAN
SPORTS EDITOR

Men’s soccer
The No. 3 Kenyon men’s soccer team continued their undefeated season, starting their
NCAC games well by defeating the College of
Wooster 3-1. Later in the week, a hard-fought
battle with Ohio Wesleyan University (OWU)
ended in a 0-0 draw for the Owls, but the team
quickly rebounded and defeated Wabash College 1-0 the following weekend, before skillfully
dismantling Oberlin College 5-0. Overall, the
Owls hold a record of 10-0-1.
In their third home game of the season, Kenyon beat Wooster on a windy but fair day in
front of more than 200 spectators. Ten minutes
into the first half, center back Aidan Burns ’24
played a beautiful pass over the top to Sam Carson ’23, who sprinted past his defenders to collect the ball and calmly passed it into the bottom
left corner. The Owls continued to pressure the
opponent’s half of the field, taking 13 shots in
the first half. But it was the Fighting Scots who
struck next, taking advantage of a shoddy backpass to goalkeeper Jack Pedreschi ’25 to make it
1-1. However, Eamon Dujakovich ’25 gave Kenyon the lead again only three minutes later,
bending the ball from just inside the box into

the far side-netting. Kenyon secured the win 10
minutes before the end, when midfielder Isaac
Cortez ’26 scored a diving header assisted by
Atli Hrafnkelsson ’23 to make it 3-1. Pedreschi
made two saves in the final 10 minutes to close
out the match.
Three days later, the Owls traveled to OWU,
where they were held to a tie in a defensiveminded game. Kenyon got off to a slow start in
the first half and did not trouble OWU’s goalkeeper. The Battling Bishops outshot the Owls
9-3 in the first half, with four of those shots forcing saves from Pedreschi. In the second half, the
tide decisively turned, and Kenyon tried all they
could to break the deadlock, outshooting the
Bishops 16-1. However, the OWU defense held
strong, as their keeper made five total saves to
shut Kenyon out with a final score of 0-0.
The Owls again faced a hard opponent in the
Little Giants, but they were able to emerge victorious. Kenyon and Wabash were even in the first
half, getting off six and four shots, respectively.
The Owls finally scored three minutes into the
second half off of a Luke Muther ’23 corner.
Muther whipped the ball in from the left-hand
side, and Burns, who was named NCAC Men’s
Soccer Athlete of the Week, rose to nod home
the corner at the front post. Despite both teams
having 10 total shots, Kenyon’s seven corners,
which led to the 1-0 win, made the difference.
To end their stretch of games, the Owls

faced off against the Oberlin Yeomen. Kenyon
were again clinical from set pieces. On a Kenyon corner just past the 20-minute mark, the
ball bounced around the box, and Burns tapped
home his second goal in as many games. In
almost identical fashion 20 minutes later, the
Owls scored a second time, now from a free
kick. Alem Duratovic ’25 headed the lofted
cross across goal, and center-back Matt Nguyen
’26 made it 2-0 for Kenyon entering halftime.
Eight minutes into the second half, the Owls
capitalized on a Yeomen mistake, as Scott Upton ’23 flicked on a header to Carson, who selflessly squared the ball to Sebastian Gaese ’23.
With an open net, Gaese scored his seventh goal
of the season, finishing off a great counterattack.
Carson got his own goal five minutes later, when
he sprinted from his own box and stole the ball
from the last Oberlin defender. From there Carson could not be caught and coolly slotted the
ball into the net. Finally, Jacob Lazarus ’25 snuck
the Owls’ fifth goal of the night in between the
Oberlin keeper’s legs just four minutes from the
end of the game, capping off a fantastic team
display.
With only four games left in the regular season, it is reasonable to say that the Owls are nearing the home stretch. However, in an email to
the Collegian, Carson emphasized that the team
is not slowing down, whether it be due to tough
fixtures or fatigue. “Our NCAC opponents always play us tough, but as always we’re going to
continue to focus on ourselves and playing our
brand of soccer. Our general game plan won’t
change for any opponent, so going forward it’s
just about sticking with what we know and being the hardest-working team we can be.”
The Kenyon men’s soccer team will play Depauw University back in Gambier on Saturday
at 3:30 p.m.
Women’s soccer
The Owls opened NCAC play with a 1-0
win on Saturday against Ohio Wesleyan University (OWU) on Mavec Field. Four days later,
the Owls competed at the College of Wooster,
where they came away with a hard-fought tie.
They are now 1-0-1 in conference play and 3-44 overall.
Last year’s game between Kenyon and
OWU remained scoreless beyond the final
whistle, leading to a 0-0 tie in double overtime.

This year’s contest was another defensive fight.
In the first half, goalkeeper Leah Anderson ’23
was called upon to make four stops. At halftime,
the game remained tied at zero.
In the 58th minute, the Battling Bishops
were able to pierce through the Owls’ defense,
leading to a one-on-one with the goalkeeper.
Anderson charged out of the net to cut off the
angle and thwarted OWU’s golden opportunity. Minutes later, Kenyon earned a corner kick.
Chloe Webb ’23 delivered the ball to the center of the box, where Talulla Sheridan ’25 was
unguarded. Sheridan redirected the ball out
of mid-air toward the upper left corner of the
cage. Neither the OWU defender nor the netminder were able to make a save. After the goal,
the Battling Bishops increased their attack. Despite being outshot 13-4 in the match, the Owls
snatched a victory.
Sheridan is happy the Owls were able to
hold on for the victory. “The win was also hard
fought and most importantly I think it was
something our team really needed going into
conference play,” she wrote in an email to the
Collegian. “We tied OWU last year in overtime
and I wasn’t alone in wanting revenge.”
On Wednesday, Kenyon looked to extend
their unbeaten streak to four games as they took
on the College of Wooster. Anderson, fresh off
a shutout, was excited about the team chemistry developing. “Our team is starting to connect
across the field, and I look forward to us continuing to make the most of our scoring opportunities,” she wrote in an email to the Collegian
prior to Wednesday’s match.
In the opening half, the Owls capitalized on
a mistake by the Fighting Scots. After a turnover
near midfield, Alex Sokolik ’24 made a quick
pass to Sadie Gould ’24, who lobbed the ball past
the goalkeeper to give the Owls a 1-0 lead. It was
the only shot Kenyon took in the first half, while
Wooster managed nine.
Seven minutes into the second half, Wooster
tied the game at one. Afterwards, the Fighting
Scots’ intense pressure did not let up. The Owls
were outshot 22-7 over the 90 minutes. Anderson made six saves in the match to ensure Kenyon was able to get a tie.
The Owls next match is at 1:00 p.m. on Saturday against DePauw University on Mavec
Field.

Volleyball picks up first conference win against DePauw
KATIE SPARVERO
SPORTS EDITOR

The Kenyon volleyball team opened
conference play with a 3-2 win over
DePauw University, before falling in
straight sets to Hiram College. The
Owls also split a pair of non-conference matches and fell to Denison College.
On Oct. 1, the Owls faced the
Tigers at home. Though DePauw took a
close first set 25-22 and looked ready to
take a 2-0 lead in the match after leading late, Kenyon evened things up with
an 8-0 run. The Owls won the third set
25-18, but the Tigers won the fourth to
force a tiebreaker, which Kenyon won
on the strength of a late run. For Becca
Gwynne ’26, whose two kills in the tiebreaker helped win the match, opening
conference play with a win showed the
team’s resiliency. “We wanted that win
and probably needed it too,” she wrote
in an email to the Collegian. “To last
all five sets and pull through with a

win proves a lot of strength.”
Kenyon returned to action three
days later with another NCAC match
at Hiram College. The Terriers f lexed
their offensive muscles early, taking
the first set 25-18 on the strength of
their 16-3 advantage in kills. Though
Kenyon kept the second set close until the end, Hiram won the final four
points to take a 2-0 lead. An early 6-0
advantage gave the Terriers all the momentum they needed in the third set,
and they secured the match with a 2517 win.
Paige Milhon ’23, who had three
kills in the match, highlighted improving the team’s offensive strategy as a
goal for the team. “Against Hiram, I
think our team can improve on being
strategic with our shots and following
our scout to make us more successful
and effective with balls we send over
the net,” she wrote in an email to the
Collegian.
On Saturday, the Owls traveled
to Lynchburg, Va., where they faced
two non-conference foes: Randolph

College (Va.) and the University of
Lynchburg (Va.). After falling against
Hiram, Kenyon was looking to get
back on the right foot against Randolph. “We came into our Randolph
game with the mindset of taking care
of business,” Lindsey Abramson ’24
wrote in an email to the Collegian. “We
wanted to push hard from the very first
points!” After taking the first set 2519, the Owls were lifted by a pair of late
kills from Milhon and took the set 3028. With a sweep on the horizon, the
Owls trailed just once in the third set
and went on to win 25-18.
To Milhon, the match against Randolph proved Kenyon’s ability to be
competitive against any team. “While
keeping them out of system, we also
managed to prevent errors on our side
of the court and made Randolph earn
their points,” she said.
Unfortunately, the Owls found
themselves on the wrong side of a
sweep in their match against the Hornets. Though all three sets were close,
Kenyon was never able to find their

stride, falling 25-19, 25-21, 25-18 in the
match.
The Owls were unable to regain their
momentum as they fell in straight sets
to the Big Red on Wednesday. Though
Kenyon kept the first set close at the
beginning, Denison quickly pulled
away, winning 25-19. Despite Kenyon
coming close to tying the match at a
set apiece, Denison overcame multiple
deficits and clinched the second set 2523. The Big Red completed the sweep
by winning a tight 25-21 set.
With a record of 3-15 (1-2 NCAC),
the Owls will return to action against
No. 11 Wittenberg University at home
on Saturday. Gwynne believes that success depends on building team chemistry, rather than dwelling on past
matches. “We need to work together,
trust each other, work harder than
ever, and honestly have some fun,” she
said. “By the end of these games, I want
to feel as though every person on the
team, including those that don’t play,
gave everything they had, and left everything on the court.”
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Owls pull off fourth-quarter
comeback against Oberlin

Cross country participates in
D-III National Preview Meet
KATIE SPARVERO
SPORTS EDITOR

Shands was honored this week. | COURTESY OF GRAHAM STOKES
KATIE SPARVERO
SPORTS EDITOR

After trailing 21-6 heading into the
fourth quarter against Oberlin College,
the Kenyon football team pulled off the
comeback and earned their first conference win 28-21. The win moves the Owls
to 2-3 on the season and 1-2 in NCAC
play.
The Owls started the game with a quick
three-and-out, but on the first Oberlin
drive, defensive back Jaylen Cardoso ’24
picked off Oberlin quarterback Chris Allen Jr.’s pass at the Kenyon 10-yard line.
Despite a promising start to the drive,
Kenyon was forced to punt. The Yeomen
marched down the field, and quarterback
Allen Jr. found a receiver in the endzone
under a minute into the second quarter.
Another Kenyon punt gave Oberlin possession a minute and a half later, and the
Yeomen took a 14-0 lead into halftime.
The Owls came back from break with
a competitive mentality despite the dire
outlook, according to running back Jordon Benjamin ’26. “A big thing really is
just understanding that the game is never really over until it’s actually over,” he
wrote in an email to the Collegian. After
the defense forced a turnover on downs,
the offense took the field looking to score
their first points of the contest. Benjamin
and Drake Lewis ’25 led the team down
the field, with Lewis capping the 62-yard
drive off with a 3-yard rushing touchdown. With the score standing at 14-6
and just over six minutes left in the quarter, the Yeomen were able to stretch their
lead with a passing touchdown.
Heading into the final quarter up 21-6,
Oberlin looked ready to cruise to a comfortable win for their Homecoming weekend, but Kenyon had other plans. Quarterback Ryan O’Leary ’23 found Lewis
for the Owls’ first passing touchdown of
the day, cutting the deficit to 21-13. The
second interception of the day proved
timely for the Owls. Defensive back Daniel Guzevich ’26 gave the offense the ball
back in Oberlin territory with momentum swinging in Kenyon’s favor. The
Owls again relied on the ground game:
The drive opened with a 25-yard run
for Benjamin and closed with a rushing
touchdown for O’Leary.
Down just one point with more than
10 minutes left on the clock, Kenyon’s de-

fense was stout, forcing a three-and-out
after NCAC Defensive Football Player of
the Week Darryl Shands ’23 sacked Allen
for a loss of six yards. With the chance to
take the lead, the offense faced a fourth
down at the Oberlin 25-yard line. O’Leary
found wide receiver Joe Gorte ’23 to get
the first down yardage. Moments later,
the same pair connected on a 19-yard
touchdown pass to give the Owls the lead.
Benjamin was able to find the endzone
on the two-point conversion to put Kenyon up 28-20. Oberlin took over at their
own 28 with under five minutes left in the
game, and Kenyon’s defense looked to put
the game out of reach. Shands’s interception with 1:26 on the clock sealed the win
for the Owls and pushed the Yeomen to
0-5 on the season.
For the Owls, the comeback win
showed the team’s resiliency under pressure. Shands credited the team for sticking to the team’s philosophy. “‘Do your
job’ is one of the pillars we as a team focus
on,” he wrote in an email to the Collegian.
“No one tried to do more or less than
what was asked of us and that’s why we
were able to limit the run and ultimately
what won us this game.”
Defensive lineman Isaiah Sabastian
Mann ’23 praised the defense for their
strong performance. “We were all gas no
brakes for four quarters of football,” he
wrote in an email to the Collegian. “It really helps when you have a new position
coach like [defensive line coach] Brett
McMurray who’s always getting our motors going so that we can continue making huge plays.” Benjamin emphasized
the importance of moving on from a difficult first half to find success. “Evidently,
the first half didn’t go the way we planned
but it was our ability not to sulk in what
had already happened, but to find that
dog in us and believe that we, ultimately,
were the ones that deserved to win that
game,” he said.
Kenyon will return home to face the
College of Wooster on Saturday at noon.
For Benjamin, the team’s success is entirely within their control. “One thing
happens on one play and it becomes so
easy to just want to give up and be mad
and dwell on what could’ve been,” he
said, “but the reality of it is, we’re not perfect and we will mess up, so I feel like the
difference between a winning team and a
losing one is knowing how to react to being human.”

The Kenyon cross country team competed in the NCAA Division III National Preview Meet in Lansing, Mich. on Oct. 1. The
men’s team finished 26th out of 36 teams,
while the women competed individually.
Keegan Minahan ’24 paced the men,
finishing the 8K race in 25:55.3, a personal
best, to earn 60th place out of 329 runners.
Joshua Breard ’26 took 137th place with a
time of 26:55.0, and Peter Bernhardt ’25
crossed the line under a minute later, finishing 204th. The final two runners, Jack
Burczak ’23 and Sam Rabieh ’25, finished
211th (28:02.6) and 221st (28:16.2), respectively.
The three women’s runners all finished
within 16 seconds of each other in the 5K

race. Ella Wilson ’23 led the way, finishing
the race in 23:56.8 and earning 92nd place
out of 316 runners. Anna Harnsberger ’23
took home 105th place with a 24:05.5 finish, and Alice Riley ’23 rounded out the trio
with a time of 24:12.1, good for 116th place.
Wilson emphasized the importance of the
teammates sticking together to start the
race, highlighting the importance of teamwork in a traditionally individual sport. “I
think we worked together well through the
first mile coming through as a pack,” she
wrote in an email to the Collegian.
Kenyon will next compete in the InterRegional Rumble at Oberlin College on
Saturday. As the regular season comes to a
close, Wilson highlighted building strong
team chemistry as a key piece to success. “I
think the team can keep working together
and building each other up!!” she said.

Women’s tennis concludes
their fall season in St. Louis
HYUN CHO
STAFF WRITER

From Sept. 30 to Oct. 2, the women’s
tennis team traveled to St. Louis for the Intercollegiate Tennis Association (ITA) Regional Championships. Sending seven players, the Owls were successful in both singles
and doubles at the tournament, going 10-7
and 4-3, respectively.
The team played well against their opponents, highlighted by Eleni Dakos ’23 who
won three games before she lost in the finals

of her bracket in straight sets. Lalasa Nagireddy ’25 also had a stellar performance
in her matches, going 2-1. She advanced to
the finals after edging out her opponent in
an intense third-set tiebreaker. Besides her
performance in singles, she and her partner, Amado Aguad ’26, also advanced to
the semifinals in the doubles consolation
draw. “Everyone that played performed really well,” Nagireddy wrote in an email to
the Collegian. “We had some great wins,
and everyone showed great sportsmanship.”
The Owls are off to rest for the winter before they play their spring season.

Field hockey earns victory
against Earlham at home
CALEB NEWMAN
SPORTS EDITOR

Over the past two weeks, field hockey
completed half of their NCAC schedule.
With four conference games remaining,
the Owls are 1-3 in the NCAC and 6-6
overall.
The Owls started off conference play
with two losses. After a 2-0 defeat at
Denison University, Kenyon lost on the
Field at Benson Bowl to DePauw University 3-1. In both games, the Owls
conceded the first two goals. At home,
the Owls were able to break through
with less than two minutes left. Grace
Lane ’25 took a shot from the top of the
circle, and the ball was redirected by
Kiersten Hoffmann ’25 to cut the Owls’
deficit to one. However, the Tigers responded with a goal of their own and
left Gambier with a win.
Kenyon was able to pick up a win
against Earlham College. The game
started off with stellar defensive play.
Through the first three quarters, the
Owls held the Quakers to one shot and
no goals. Hoffmann felt the Owls were
staying back on defense. “We played
safe,” she wrote in an email to the Col-

legian. “We were holding back and
weren’t as aggressive as we could have
been.” Recognizing that both Denison
and DePauw broke through first, the
Owls picked up their sense of urgency.
After pressure in the Quakers zone, the
Owls forced a turnover. Seconds later,
Hoffman put the ball in the back of the
net to give the Owls a 1-0 lead. The defense held strong over the final 10 minutes to give Kenyon their first victory in
conference play.
Megan Lydon ’25 was strong in net,
making the two saves necessary to earn
a shutout. Lydon felt the team played
more cohesively in the win than in
their previous games. “The team played
more as a unit rather than as individual
parts,” she wrote in an email to the Collegian. “Since we were working together
more, we could tire out the other team
and catch them on their few mistakes to
finally finish it in the goal and secure
the game.”
Kenyon returned to play on Wednesday in Delaware, Ohio against Ohio
Wesleyan University. They lost 1-0. The
Owls will look to get back in the win
column this weekend when they face
Wittenberg University in Gambier.

